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0. Introduction 
 

This paper is an incorporation of new information about the Mende language 

(since 1994 when the Grammar Essentials were written) and new insights which came out 

of the August-September 1998 Grammar Workshop. 

 Areas covered in this paper are the use of the following morphemes: -hV, -k, 

sentence final -a, -mu, -n, -nda, -ndu, -ku , -kwa , the switch-reference system and 

discussion of basic word order. 

The authors are indebted to Bob Conrad and Karen Rowe, as well as all the 

Grammar Workshop 1998 lectures,  for their invaluable assistance. We want to express 

our gratitude, too, to the Mende people, who have patiently taught us their language over 

the years.  The section numbers of this paper follow those of Mende Grammar Essentials. 

The examples in this paper are numbered separately (they do not follow the numbering of 

the Mende Grammar Essentials). 

For the completion of the Mende Grammar Sketch the following papers (in 

addition to this one) were written/are in process to be finalized: The Pronominal System 

in the Mende Language (Ikäheimonen, 1998), which replaces section 3.2 Pronouns in the 

Mende Grammar Essentials, The Function of the Sentence Final Position in the Mende 

Language (Ikäheimonen, 1998) and Participant Identification (Nozawa, forthcoming), 

which will replace the section 7, Discourse features.  
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3.1. Nouns 

Nouns comprise a large open class of words in which the names of persons, places 

and things are members.  There are some abstract nouns like lerawu ‘work’, but their use 

is rare.  The function of nouns is as heads of  NPs and subjects of verbs.  They may also 

function in noun phrases as predicates (Schachter, 1986), or they may function as heads in 

Locative Phrases. Nouns are inflected by suffixes for object -n , possessive -hi , 

locative/instrumental -k.  They are not inflected for number or gender.  

Nouns may function as heads of noun phrases which function as subjects of 

intransitive, transitive, topic-comment, or existential clauses, or as the object of transitive 

clauses.  

Nouns do not encode gender with grammatical markers.  Some nouns with natural 

gender are marked by adding the word male/female after the noun (asa hula / asa noko 

'dog male /dog female'). 

Nouns do not mark plurality overtly. Number is understood by the context, by a 

pronoun, a demonstrative, or else signalled by an indefinite pronoun which  refers to the 

noun.  This pronoun or demonstrative also invariably encodes the gender of the noun. 
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3.1.1 Noun Suffixes 

Chart 3.1 Noun suffixes 

object mkr. possessive 
mkr. 

Instrumental/ 
locative 

final clause topic mkr. 

-n/-in* -hi -k/-ik* -mu 

* for the variation -n/-in and -k/-ik see Mende Phonology Essentials (Hoel, Ikäheimonen, Nozawa, 1998:12) 
 

  The order of the suffixes,  if there are more than one is: possessive + 

object/locative.  The final clause topic marker -mu cannot co-occur with any other 

suffixes apart from the  possessive suffix -hi.  A vowel is inserted before the object 

marker -n and before the locative marker -k when the noun ends in a consonant i.e. 

Wewak-ik a iku ‘I go to Wewak. (See Mende Phonology Essential, Hoel, Ikäheimonen, 

Nozawa, 1998:12). 

(1) asa limala-hi-n             laha-ra! 
dog limala-POSS-OBJ bring-came 
 
      ‘Bring Limala’s dog!’ 

(2)  aka   korinna-hi-k                layi 
       house korinna-POSS-LOC go.down 
 
      ‘Go into Korinna’s house.’ 

(3) Asa an-hi               mu    fle las   fale-ra 
      dog 1S.cl.2-POSS TOP pig one sniff-PAST 
 
      ‘It was my dog that sniffed a pig.’ 

3.1.1. 1. Object marker 

Both direct and indirect objects in Mende are marked with the object marker -n. 

The unmarked order is direct object followed by indirect object. 
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(4) nakminja      oso-n         or-in               li-mu              ha-ra. 
      sago.bundle DEM-OBJ 3M.cl.2-OBJ 3PL.cl.2-TOP give-NARR.PAST 

‘They gave that sago bundle to him.’ 

In example (4) the the demonstrative oso-n refers to the noun nakminja, and or-in 

refers to a person (third person masculine) who was referred to in the previous sentence. 

The indefinite pronouns lar, las, lap and kar, kas and kal and qualifier -

nom/tonom ‘only’ do not occur with the object marker -n. 

( 5 ) nakminja     las       or-in              li-mu              ha-ra. 
      sago.bundle INDEF 3M.cl.2-OBJ 3PL.cl.2-TOP give-NARR.PAST 

‘They gave a sago bundle to him.’ 

When a clause functions as an object the object marker -n is attached to the end of it.  

(6) hinyer        shi        i-nda       mashi-n  a-mu            sawe-ku-a. 
      yesterday dual.cl.2 go-HAB talk-OBJ  1S.cl.2-TOP tell-VOL-CER 
 
‘I will tell (you) about the trip we two did yesterday’. 
 

(7) kuyanga-k   ni           na-nda-ri-n               ni         hala-ha  Nuku-k          ni-mu  
     village-LOC 1PL.cl.2 be-HAB-PAST-OBJ 1Pl.cl.2 leave-SS Nuku-LOC 1PL.cl.1-TOP  
 
     rasa-ra. 
     come.up-NARR.PAST 
 
‘We left the staying in the village and came up to Nuku.’ 

(8)  Paul  fle  oso    si-ri-n                    or-mu   heye-ra. 
       Paul pig DEM stand-PAST-OBJ 3M.TOP see-NARR.PAST. 

‘Paul saw that  that pig was standing .’ 
 

Sometimes the object of the clause is embedded within the main verb; the verb is 

then suffixed with the object marker to mark the embedded object. Example (9) is an 

example of this kind of clause. Example (10) is the full clause. 
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(9) nak       a         hishi-shi-hi-n. 
      so.that 1S.cl.2 think-ORD-SS-OBJ 

 
‘Let me think about it (after that  I will tell you).’ 

(10) hala   nak      a         hishi  nak       a         sawe nak      nyi      misi. 
        leave so.that 1S.cl.2 think  so.that 1S.cl.2 tell    so.that 2F.cl.2 hear 
 
‘Let me think (about it) so that I tell and you hear.’ 

Complement clauses functioning as embedded objects: 

(11) avak nambek  ni           li-ku-a               ambu sir,    os Baibel-in  ni        tormble-rako-kwa-n. 
        now long      1PL.cl.2 stay-VOL-CER NEG 3F.cl.3 3F Bible-OBJ  1Pl.cl.2 translate-COMPL-VOL-
OBJ 

 
‘Now it won’t take long (for us) until we have finished translating the Bible.’ 

(12) Ni-mu              nikishi-ndu-a,        os torok or         ta-wa-n. 
        1PL.cl.2-TOP waite-PROG-CER 3F here   3M.cl.2 come-NR.PAST-OBJ 

‘We are waiting for him to come here.’ 

3.1.1.1.2. Topicalized object 

When the object is moved into the topic position (clause intial), it loses its object 

marker -n. 1 

(11)   wasware siji   oso          pirkko torok buk    baibel-in    li  
       papaya   seed  DEM3F   name   here   book  bible-OBJ 3PL.cl.2 

       tormble-ku-ri-k                  laninguap-ik    si          lahara-ri      sir. 
       translate-VOL-PAST-DS  place-LOC       3F.cl.2  bring-PAST  3F.cl.3 

    ‘As for that papaya seed, Pirkko brought it from the Laninguap when they came to translate the Bible 
Book.’ 

3.1.1.2.3. Right dislocated object 

The object of the clause may come after the verb and it will be marked by the 

                                                 

1 See more of this discussion  in Nozawa, forthcoming 
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object marker -n. 

 (12) Paul or              heye-ri     fle oso     si-ri-n 
        paul 3S.M.cl.2  see-PAST pig DEM stand-PAST-OBJ 

‘Paul saw that it was the pig that was standing there.’ 

(13) Arkalovo-k         li-mu              mba-ra,                     misambi mashi oso-n. 
       Arkalovo-LOC 3PL.cl.2-TOP speak-NARR.PAST ground talk DEM-OBJ 
 
‘The land argument was discussed at Arkalovo.’ 

3.1.1.2.4. Object in purpose clauses 

The object of a purpose clause is marked with the object marker -n. 

(14) mbele mbele skul-hi-n                  or         lara-k-mba-ha-n                 (or-mu i-ra) 
       what   what   school-POSS-OBJ 3M.cl.2 bring-SUB-speak-SS-OBJ 3M.cl.2-TOP go-NARR.PAST 
 
‘He went to get all the things for the school.’ 

3.1.1. 2. Final Clause Topic Marker -mu 

In the narrative context the topic (which is also subject) of the final clause of a 

sentence is marked with final clause topic marker -mu. If the verb is in the far past tense, 

it usually gets the narrative past tense -ra marking. There are only few cases with past 

tense -ri following the topic marker -mu (17).  

(15)  ma    or          SIL-n       lerawu-n    la-nda-ri          ma oto              balus taka-nda-ri      
        man 3M.cl.2  SIL-OBJ work-OBJ do-HAB-PAST man DEM.3M plane come.down-HAB-PAST  

         mishi-k        or-mu               taka-ra. 
         place-LOC  3SM.cl.2 -TOP  come.down-NARR.PAST  

    ‘The man who works with SIl, that man, he came to the  airstrip (the place where the plane lands). 
 
(16) or         taka-ha              nir-in             or           la-ha     os         li              li-nda-ri  
       3M.cl.2 come.down-SS 1PL.cl.2-OBJ 3M.cl.2 bring-SS 3F.cl.4  3PL .cl.2 stay-HAB-PAST 
 
        mishi-k     ni-mu            tasa-ra 
        place-loc  1PL.cl.2-TOP come.up-NARR.PAST place-LOC 
 
‘He brought us and we came up to the place where they habitually stay.’ 
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(17) lerawu oso an mu laninguap-ik la-ri sir. 
        work   DEM I 1.cl.2 laninguap-LOC do-PAST 3F.cl.3 

‘As for that work, it was I who did it at Laninguap.’ 

3.1.2. Alienable and inalienable nouns 

There is no group of nouns which have obligatory possessive markers or 

obligatory bound prefixes. 

Body parts and kinship terms can be possessed when in referential function, but 

kinship terms are not possessed when used as terms of address (20). Other nouns, 

including possessions, household and clothing articles are optionally possessed. 

(18a) avui      nga    an       nga     nuku-k       shi-mu             i-ra. 
        father  CONJ 1S.cl.2 CONJ nuku-LOC dual.cl.2-TOP go-NARR.PAST 

‘I and (my) father, we two went to Nuku.’ 
 

(18b) avui     an-hi                 nga    an       nga     nuku-k       shi-mu             i-ra. 
         father     1S.cl.2-POSS  CONJ 1S.cl.2 CONJ nuku-LOC dual.cl.2-TOP go-NARR.PAST 

‘I and my father, we two went to Nuku.’ 
 
(19a) masiji an-hi             ji-w 
          head   1s.cl.-POSS hit-PRS 

‘My head is aching.’ 

(19b) masiji ji-w 
          head   hit-PRS 
 
‘(My) head is aching.’ 

 (20) avuy,   ta! 
         Father come 
 
‘Father, come!’ 
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3.1.3. Derived nouns 

Nouns can be derived from a verb stem by the addition of the nominalising suffix   

-nda. 

(21) balus-in      tolo-nda-ri          ma  oto     or-mu           mbara 
       plane-OBJ hold-NOM-PAST man DEM 3M.cl.2-TOP speak-NARR.PAST 

‘The pilot spoke.’ 

( 22) sil-hi         lerawu-n   la-nda          ma   oto    balus  taka-nda-ri                       mishi-k  
        SIL-POSS work-OBJ work-NOM man DEM plane  come.down-NOM-PAST place-LOC 
 
       or-mu             ra-ra. 
       3M.cl.2-TOP come-NARR.PAST 
 
‘The SIL’s workman came to the airstrip.’ 

3.4.5. Various uses of  suffix -k 

The suffix -k is very productive in Mende.  

1) It is used to mark various relationships:  

adverbial (23) ,  instrumental (24), temporal (25) and locational (26) relationships. 

(23) arme-k                 or           mba-ri. 
       beautiful-ADVL 3M.cl.2 speak-PAST 
 
 ‘He spoke nicely.’ 
 
(24) andule-k              or     ji-ri. 
       knife-INSTR 3M.cl.2 hit-PAST 
 
‘He hit with a knife.’ 
 
(25) Mande     wolo-k        Nuku-k        ni          miting    u-ku-a. 
       Monday time-TEMP Nuku-LOC 1PL.cl.2 meeting do-VOL-CER 
 
‘We will hold a meeting at Nuku on Monday.’
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2) It is used in the switch-reference system, marking different subject. 
 
 (26) nuku-k        ni           lawu-hu    kanda kar        nga     ni             li-ri -k    
       nuku-LOC 3PL.cl.2 go.up-SS  small  INDEF  CONJ 3PL.cl.2  stay-PAST  
  
        fri-mu                 ra-ra. 
       DUAL.cl.2-TOP come-PAST  
 
‘We went up to Nuku and waited for a while and they two came.’ 
 
3) It is used to mark dependent clauses, such as purpose 

(27) hantava-k       bred-in       la-k-mba-ha               a-mu           lawu-ra. 
        hantava-LOC bread-OBJ buy-PURP-speak-SS 1S.cl.2-TOP go.up-NARR.PAST 
 
‘I went up to Hantava to buy bread.’ 
 
(28)  karo wolo-k          naku-n      ligri-ku-ri-k                     ni-mu              lawu-ra. 
         that   time-TEMP sago-OBJ wash-VOL-PAST-PURP 1PL.cl.2-TOP go.up-NARR.PAST 
 
‘That time we went to wash sago.’ 
 

3.8.8. Subjective certainty marker -a 

The subjective certainty marker -a encodes greater subjective certainty. It is used at the 

end of declarative sentences with a falling intonation contour. It is often used with Class 

III pronouns in existential clauses (29), topic-comment clauses (30), possessive clauses 

(31) and equative clauses (32). It should be noted that -a is not obligatory in any of these 

sentences. The assumption of this analysis is that the suffix -a reflects the speaker’s 

choice to encode greater certainty. 

 (29)  aka      an-hi              kasir-a. 
         house  1S.cl.2-POSS here-CER 
         
‘This is my house. 

(30a) Max wasilaka 
         max  big    

‘Max is big.’ 

(30b) Max wasilaka ri-a 
          max  big           3SM.cl.3-CER 
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‘Max is big.’ 
 
(31) an        aka-nga-shi           nir-a. 
       1S.cl.1 house-CONJ-dual 1S.cl.3-CER 

        ‘I have a house.’ 

(32)  nokove  oso           tiksa    sir-a. 
        woman  DEM 3F teacher 3F.cl.3-CER 
 
    ‘That woman is a teacher.’ 

Examples (30a) and (30b) convey the same basic meaning. (30b) would be uttered 

in a situation where the speaker wants to convey the basic fact of Max’s size. If the 

addressee, for some reason, challenges the speaker’s opinion about Max’s size, or if the 

speaker for some other reason, repeats the information, he most likely would add the 

affirmative suffix -a when uttering the sentence for the second time.  

The certainity marker -a can be used in an answer to a single word question (33).  

The  marker -a and falling intonation attached to the word that was questioned are enough 

to encode the answer. 

(33) kasir? 
         this 

‘(Is it) this? 

(34) kasir-a. 
        this-CER 

‘(yes it is) this.’ 

The volitional suffix-ku followed by certainty marker -a (CER) are used to encode 

future certainty. 

 (35) mbeek mi          i-ku?      Nuku-k         a           i-ku. 
        where 2M.cl.2 go-VOL   Nuku-LOC 1S.cl.2 go-VOL 
 
‘Where are you going to? I’m going to Nuku.’ 
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(36) nuku-k         a          i-ku-a              nir. 
       Nuku-LOC 1S.cl.2 go-VOL-CER 1S.cl.3 

 
‘I surely will go to Nuku.’ 

Often it is also used in a ‘list’. For example, if speaker is  listing her children , the 

certainty marker is attached to the last one in the list. This indicates that the scope of the 

marker is the entire sentence/list. 

 (37) jikisi       nyi-hi              lawe? Las    kasir,         lar tori,                marika  mende  kari-a. 
      children 3F.cl.2-POSS who      one.F INDEF.F one.M INDEF.M last.born very     INDEF.M.-CER 

‘Which are your (female) children? One (female) is her, one (male) is there and te very last born (male) is 
here.’ 

3.9.4. Switch reference system 

  The switch-reference system is fairly simple: medial verbs are marked indicating 

whether the subject of the following verb is the same or different. When the subject is the 

same, the medial verb is marked with -h + copy of the last vowel of the verb stem. A 

different subject is marked by the suffix -k. The final clause gets the tense and aspect 

markers. The subject is marked with the final clause topic marker -mu whenever the verb 

has the narrative past tense marker -ra. 

(38) nowe-k          ni         lawu-hu        minja-n     ni          war-waro-ho     ta   am    si  
       garden-LOC 3Pl.cl.2 go.down-SS grass-OBJ 1Pl.cl.2 weed-weed-SS sun now 3F.cl.2  

     layi-ri -k                   sarnjava-n   a         kisha-ha  na-mu          flefar            i-ra. 
     go.down-PAST-DS bow-OBJ    1S.cl.2 carry-SS  1S.cl.2-TOP pig.hunting go-NARR.PAST 

‘We went down to the garden and kept on weeding grass, (then) the sun went down and I took my bow and 
arrow and went pig hunting.’ 
 

(39) karem or         mba-ri-k             or-mu mba-ra. 
        thus    3M.cl.2 speak-PAST-DS 3m.cl.2-TOP speak-NARR.PAST. 

‘He having spoken like this he (different subject) spoke.’ 
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  When the subject is included within a group who were encoded as the subject of 

the previous clause, the medial verb is marked with the same subject suffix. In (40) the 

person who closed the window was included in those who ate, therefore the same subject 

form  -hV is used. In (41) the subject is not included in those who ate, and therefore the 

verb arango ‘close’ is suffixed with the different subject suffix..  

(40) karem a           mba-ri-k          arme-k       or          arango-rako-shi-hi   ni-mu             a-ra 
        thus   1S.cl.2  speak-past-DS good-ADV 3M.cl.2 close-compl-ord-SS  1PL.cl.2-TOP eat- 
NARR.PAST 
 
 ‘I having spoken like this, he closed well (the window) and we ate.’ 

(41) karem a           mba-ri-k          arme-k        or         arango-rako-shi-ri-k     a-mu           a-ra 
        thus   1S.cl.2  speak-past-DS good-ADV 3M.cl.2 close-compl-past -DS 1S.cl.2-TOP eat- 
NARR.PAST 
 
 ‘I having spoken like this, he closed well (the window) and I ate.’ 

  Natural phenomena, like the sun setting, (38) does not necessarily require the 

previous sentence to be marked with different subject marker. However, there are 

examples where the natural phenomena is marked with different subject marker (42). 

(42) naku-n      ni            ligri-ri-k           ma   wasilaka-k  si-mu           raka-ra. 
        sago-OBJ 1PL.cl.2 wash-PAST-DS rain big-ADVR  3F.cl.2-TOP come.down-PAST 

‘We washed sago and it started to rain heavily.’ 

3.9.6.1. Aspect suffixes 

Both transitive and intransitive verbs can take aspect suffixes.  The aspect suffixes 

come immediately after the stem, and are followed by the tense suffixes.  

The following aspect suffixes have been observed. 
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3.9.6.1.1. Completive aspect 

The suffix -rako marks completion of an action and also the fact that all members of the 

set which is subject or object have acted or been acted upon.  The Tok Pisin equivalent 

would be ‘pinisim olgeta’. It means that an action has been completed.  For example, the 

food has been completely eaten = there is nothing left of it.  It can be used both with 

intransitive and transitive verbs. 

(43) naku-n      or           a-rako-ri 
       sago-OBJ  3M.cl.2  eat-COMPL-PAST      

‘He completely ate the sago.’ 

(44) ma    amber i-rako-ri. 
       man  all       go-COMPL-PAST 
 
‘All the people had gone.’ 

3.9.6.1.2. Quick action 

  Suffix -ndirna- marks that something happens quickly and takes only a short 

time.  It seems that -ndirna is used mainly with verbs of perception . 

 (45)  kar ta-wa-k                     a         heye-ndirna-ha         a-mu            layi-wanyi-wa. 
         car come-NR.PAST-DS 1S.cl.2 look-quick.action-SS 1S.cl.2 TOP go.down-hide-NR.PAST 
 
       ‘When the car came I looked at it quickly and hid  myself.’ 

3.9.6.1.3. Futility aspect 

The suffix -fu- ‘in vain’ marks that the speaker’s expectations were not fulfilled. 

Sometimes doubtfulness may be expressed openly (47).  

 (46) Akawaya-n a          las-lasa-fu-ri. 
        key -OBJ     1S.cl.2 look-look-in.vain-PAST 

‘I looked for the key in vain.’ 
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(47)  ni         nikishi-fu-ku-nda-s                   mbe  mo wahaw? 
        1Pl.cl.1 wait-in.vain-VOL-HAB-3F.cl.4 DUB ALT NEG 

‘Are we going to wait for (it) in vain or not?’ 

3.9.6.1.4. Almost 

The suffix -krestafa (almost) marks that something almost happened. 

(48) avi-n         a        heye-wa            mi-k          si         li-wa-k                    a 
       bird-OBJ 1S.cl.2 see-NR.PAST tree-LOC 3S.cl.2 stay-NR.PAST-DS 1S.cl.2 
 
       ji-krestafa-ha      mi   tava-yeje-n      a-mu             ji-wa . 
       shoot-almost-SS tree hand-side-OBJ 1S.cl.2-TOP shoot-NR.PAST 
 
 ‘I saw a bird sitting on a branch, I shot and almost  got it, but I shot the branch of the tree.’ 

(49) jinyi nom  a       heye-krestafa-ri-k        simbalesik poska-k     si 
       tail  only 1S.cl.2 look-almost-PAST-DS  alltogether grass-LOC 3F.cl.2 
 
       hongo-shi-ri-k                 na-mu          lawu-hu   kar nombo-k  a-mu             lawu-ra. 
       stretch-ORD-PAST-DS 1S.cl.2-TOP go.up-SS car road-LOC 1S.cl.2-TOP go.up-NARR.PAST 
 
 ‘I saw only the tip of its tail (snake) when it (snake) went to the grass, and I went up to the car road.’ 

3.9.6.1.5. Habituality aspect  

The suffix -nda- marks habitual action. It is also used in nonrestrictive relative 

clauses ( see 5.5.2. in Mende Grammar Essentials) and as a nominalizer (see 3.1.3. in the 

paper) and when adjectives are derived from verbs (see 3.3.1 in Mende Grammar 

Essentials). It can be followed by far the past marker -ri with a time word (referring to 

past time) like mas ‘before’ to encode habitual actions in the past (31). The past tense 

marker   -ri alone does not imply that the action was past habit (32). In this example the 

whole situation is narrated in past tense, which may be the reason that the past tense 

marker -ri is attached to the habitual marker.  
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 (29) andy naku-n      a-nda      ambu. 
        andy sago-OBJ eat-HAB NEG 
       
‘Andy doens’t habitually eat sago.’ 

 (30) apsambu     ondo  ermba ermba-k          orok  uja-i-nda         lir-a. 
        cassowaries DEM always aways-TEMP there wash-go-HAB 3PL.cl.3-CER 
 
‘The cassowaries have a habit of always going there for (their) wash.’ 

(31) mas       naku-n      a         a-nda-ri             nir.      Hako  ter   wolo-k naku-n      na  
        Before  sago-OBJ 1S.cl.2 eat-HAB-PAST 1S.cl.3  but     now time    sago-obj  1S.cl.2  

       a-nda      ambu nir. 
      eat-HAB NEG 1S.cl.3 

‘I used to eat sago, but nowadays I don’t eat sago.’ 

(32) ma    or          SIL-hi       lerawu-n    la-nda-ri           ma  oto            balus taka-nda-ri      
        man 3M.cl.2  SIL-POSS work-OBJ do-HAB-PAST man DEM.3M plane come.down-HAB-PAST  

         mishi-k        or-mu                taka-ra. 
         place-LOC  3SM.cl.2 -TOP  come.down-NARR.PAST  
     

‘The man who works with SIL, that man, he came to the  airstrip (the place where the plane lands). 

3.9.6.1.6. Order aspect 

The temporal order suffix -shi is attached to a verb to mark that the action 

described with this verb has happen before the action described by the following verb.  It 

encodes a relative time and can often be translated into English with ‘when’ or ‘after’.  

(33) naku-n     or          a-rako-shi-hi               or-mu             i-ra. 
        sago-OBJ 3M.cl.2 eat-COMPL-ORD-SS 3M.cl.2-TOP go-PAST 
 
‘After/when he had eaten the sago he went.’ 

(34) karem  na-nda   report,  ji            u-shi       nak      ni         salim u-shi     nak       si 
       like.this be.HAB report   2PL.cl.2 do-ORD so.that 1Pl.cl.2 send do-ORD so.that 3F.cl.2 go 
 
        i     nak     li             heye-ku. 
        go so.that 3Pl.cl.2   look-VOL 
 
‘A report of this kind, you will do it, and we will  send it ,  and (it) will go and they will see it. ‘ 

(35) karem or          mba-shi-ri-k      or-mu mba-ra. 
       thus    3.M.cl.2 speak-PAST-DS 3M.cl.2 speak-NARR.PAST 
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‘After he had spoken like this, he (different subject) spoke.’ 

3.9.6.1.6. Volitional aspect  

The future concept is best described as volitional aspect since the use of the 

volitional aspect suffix - ku does not depend on where it occurs on the time line, but 

rather on the speaker’s attitude to what he is saying. When the volitional aspect is used 

with near past and far past (see sections 3.9.6.1.6.3. and 3.9.6.1.6.4. respectively) it would 

not be appropriate to call it ‘future tense’. Therefore for this analysis we have preferred to 

treat the future concept in Mende as volitional aspect. 

The volitional aspect comprises the volitional suffix -ku followed by subjective 

certanty marker -a (38,39).  

3.9.6.1.6. 1. Volitional suffix -ku 

The neutral future encodes the speakers future intention without any particular 

emphasis or strong intention. 

(36) mbeek mi          i-ku?       Nowe-k         a           i-ku. 
 where 2M.cl.2 go-VOL   garden-LOC 1S.cl.2 go-VOL 
 
‘Where are you going to? I’m going to garden.’ 

(37) ushok Nuku-k a i-ku. 
  tomorrow Nuku-LOC 1S.cl.2 go-VOL 

‘I’ll go to Nuku tomorrow.’ 

3.9.6.1.6. 2. Volitional aspect encoding definite future 

Definite future is used to encode that the speaker believes that something is 

definitely going to happen. The speaker is more certain that what he intends to do, or 
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what he states will happen. It is formed by the subjective certanity marker -a following 

the volitional suffix -ku.  

(38) ushok         Nuku-k         a          i-ku-a              nir. 
  Tomorrow Nuku-LOC 1S.cl.2 go-VOL-CER 1PL.cl.2 
 
‘I surely will go to Nuku.’ 

(39) lerawu-n    karem    ni            la-ku-a             nir. 
 Work-OBJ like.this 1PL.cl.2 do-VOL-CER 1PL.cl.2 
 
‘This is how we are surely going to do the work.’ 

3.9.6.1.6. 3. Near past intention 

Near past intention expresses something that was intented in the near past. It is 

formed by adding the volitional suffix-ku, followed by near past tense -wa, to the verb 

root. When ku+wa occur together they are pronounced as kwa. (see Mende Phonology 

Essentials, Hoel, Ikäheimonen, Nozawa, 1998: 6) 

(40) nuku-k        a           i-k-wa-k                              a          u-wa ,              hako mbeek  
        nuku-LOC 1S.cl.2 go-VOL-NR.PAST-PURP 1S.cl.2  do-NR.PAST but    where 
 
      a           i-wa               ambu. 
      1S.cl.2 go-NR.PAST NEG 
 
‘I wanted to go to Nuku recently, but I didn’t go’ 

(41) mberem   u-k-wa-k                              or          i-wa? 
        what       do-VOL-NR.PAST-PURP 3M.cl.2 go-NR.PAST 
 
‘For what did he go to do for?’ 

3.9.6.1.6. 4. Far past intention 

Far past intention expresses an intention that happened in the far past. It is formed 

by adding volitional suffix-ku followed by far past tense -ri to the verb root.  
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(42) nuku-k       a          i-ku-ri-k                       a          u-ri ,         hako  mbeek 
       nuku-LOC 1S.cl.2 go-VOL-PAST-PURP 1S.cl.2  do-PAST but     where  

       a           i-r            ambu . 
       1S.cl.2 go-PAST NEG 

‘I had wanted to go to Nuku, but I didn’t go’ 

3.9.6.2 Tense suffixes 

Mende has three tense distinctions: a near past for past events since last night, a 

far past for events before that and present tense. (The future tense is expressed by 

volitional aspect, see section 3.9.6.1). The tense markers are attached to the verb stem. If 

there are any aspect markers they occur before the tense markers. 

3.9.6.2.1. Near past 

  Near past events are encoded by the suffix -wa ‘near past’. It is used to 

encode past events that happened during the day of  speaking or the night before. 

(43) tarja  mba-wa-k                   aka-k            a          lawu-hu   shi               heye-wa             mende! 
       Tarja  speak-NR.PAST-DS house-LOC 1S .cl.2 go.up-SS DUAL.cl.2  look-NR.PAST NEG 
 
   ‘Tarja told me (to come up) and I went up to the house and we two looked for (it) and could not see (it).’ 

 The near past tense is also used to encode events that are not directly 

connected with the time line, like generalizations or eternal truths (45) or it can be used as 

historical past when narrating a past custom (44) etc.  Its use in these examples is very 

similar to the past habitual (44) and present progressive (45). 

(44) wombo-n  li           korme-he  larara-owe-he ol-mu            wormbo-wa-n koro-wa. 
       stilts-OBJ 3Pl.cl.2 cut-SS       bring-put-SS   3Pl.cl.2-TOP stilt-hole-OBJ dig-NR.PAST 
 
‘They (used to) cut the stilts and bring and place (them) and dig the hole (for the stilt).’ 
 
(45) ta    ji-wa              wolo ol-mu      hatla i-ndu-a. 
       sun hit-NR.PAST time  3PL.cl.2 dry     go-PROG-CER 
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‘When the sun shines they will dry up.’ 

3.9.6.2.2. Far past 

Far  past events are encoded by the suffix -ri,  -r ‘PAST’. It is used when speaking 

about events that happened before yesterday.  

Unmarked far past tense -ri is used: 

1. With angop ‘already’ forming pluperfect 

(46) angop    shi      raka-ri                   wolo-k      David or mba-ri-k                Tarja halsili-ri-k   
       Already DUAL come.down-PAST time-LOC David 3M speak-PAST-DS Tarja   call.up-PAST-DS  

  
     li      mba-r,          ‘kolok    shi               raka!’ 
     3.PL speak-PAST quickly DUAL .cl.2 come.down 
  
‘When we had arrived David asked Tarja to call them up, (she did that ) and they said, ‘Come here 
quickly.’’ 

In a narrative context this tells what has happened before the time of narration 

(46). It can be used as a flashback to previous acition, or as an explanation (47). 

(47) Limala or          fiya-ha or          angop  or           heye-nda-ri          osik  
       Limala 3M.cl.2 cut-SS 3M.cl.2 already 3M.cl.2 look-HAB-PAST therefore  
 
       or          a-ri            sir-a 
       3M.cl.2 eat-PAST 3F.cl.3-CER 

‘Limala cut (the fruit). Since he had already (previously) tasted (it), therefore he ate (it).’ 
 

Sometimes ‘angop’ can be left out, when the context tells that the proposition in 

question has happened before the time of narration. 

(48) Apsarka samba oso    fle  fi-k                li    ta-ha          li    u-ri          ondo-n       
  fern        stem    DEM pig blood-INST 3PL rub-PAST 3Pl do-PAST DEM-OBJ 

       li-mu          ha-ra. 
       3PL-TOP  give-NARR.PAST 
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‘They gave only fern stems that they had cooked and rubbed with pig’ s blood’ 

2.  In narrative contexts -ri is used in describing a setting (49) or explaining the 

speaker’s viewpoint (50). 

 

(49) Hinyer      shi              i-ri         karem 
 yesterday  DUAL.cl.2 go-PAST like.this 

‘This is the story of ‘how we went yesterday/ our yesterday’s trip.’ 

(50)  er     shi              i-hi      nombo oso     shi              i-ri           home mende. 
        thus DUAL.cl.2  go-SS  road DEM3F DUAL .cl.2 go-PAST long very 
   
         ‘We kept on going and the journey was really long’ 

3.  In reason clauses 

The reason clause comes before the result clause; at the end of the reason clause the 

particle osik (used for singular reference) or olik (used for plural reference) is attached. 

(51) tarja  ya-n             si    ha-ri-k              shi              la-ha         i-ri          osik,         parkakisha frijip 
       Tarja money-OBJ 3F give-PAST-DS DUAL.cl.2  bring-SS  go-PAST  therefore   aupa            two  

      shi-mu                 la-ra. 
      DUAL.cl.2-TOP buy-NARR.PAST 

‘Since Tarja had given money (to us) and we two had brought (it with us) we two bought two bundles of 
aupa.’ 

4. When a complement clause follows. Often with verbs of perception: see, hear, 

think. 

(52) u-ri-k             Francis or           si-hi         or              heye-ri       ma  kava  lar  
       do-PAST-DS  Francis 3M.cl.2   stand-SS  3M.cl.2 see-PAST   man poor NUM 
 
       jivi   ambu  kumba angop   koro-nda-ri. 
       good NEG   leg        already cut-HAB-PAST 

‘Then Frances stood and saw a very very poor man whose leg had been cut.’ 
 
 

(53)  na        raka-si-hi                     na siwanga-ri             fle fle nijava   oso      jikisi nga  
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       1S.cl.2  come.down-stand-SS 1S stand.listen-PAST pig pig mother DEM  child CNJ 
           
        si   la-ha       si-mu    lawu-ra. 
        3F bring-SS 3F-TOP go.up-NARR.PAST 
 
‘I came down and stood and listened and heard that a pig, mother pig taking her piglet with her went up.’ 
 

5. With a Class II personal pronoun at the end of the clause 

(54)  A         mblarna-shi-hi      nambek    a           si-ri               nir. 
        1S.cl.2 disobey-ORD-SS some.time 1S.cl.2  stand-PAST 1S.cl.3 

‘I disobeyed and stood (away) for a some time/quite a while. 

6. Encoding collateral information 

(55)  kolok     or         i     nor       taka-ri                    ambu 
        quickly 3M.cl.2 go 3M.cl.2 come.down-PAST NEG 
 
‘He didn’t come quickly.’ 

(56) hako hinyer       shi               u-ri           mende nom, wahaw  
        but    yesterday DUAL.cl.2 do-PAST  very     only   NEG 
 
 ‘We were unable to do only the one we did (tried to do) yesterday.’ 

The final vowel -i can be left out when a word which starts with a vowel follows, 

like  the negation word ambu, or the conjuction osik ‘therefore’. 

(57) karem     li      mba-ri-k              mbeek sarere      wolo  shi       layi-r                  ambu. 
        like.this  3PL speak-PAST-DS  where  Saturday time  DUAL go.down-PAST NEG 
 
‘They spoke like this, but we two did not go there on Saturday.’ 

(58) hako angop  or    heye-nda-r         olik         mashi-k          or          mba-mba      or           muk-muku     
        but   already 3M  see-HAB-PAST therefore speech-INST 3M.cl.2  speak-speak 3M.cl.2  show-show  

      shi-mu         i-ra. 
      DUAL.cl.2  go-NARR.PAST 

‘But as he had already previosly seen these things,  he explained and showed me and we two went.’ 

Often when a direct quote is introduced the vowel -i drops out. However, there are 

many cases where this does not happen. The clause ending the quote always ends with -

ra. 
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(59) u-rik                li-mu             mba-r,          ‘ kolok  shi                raka!’ 
 Do-PAST-DS 3PL.cl.2-TOP speak-PAST quickly DUAL.cl.2 come.down  
 
 karem    li-mu        mba-ra  
 like.this 3PL.cl.2-TOP speak-NARR.PAST 

‘And they said, ‘Come here quickly,’ this is what they said.’ 

Far past -r is used 

 to encode background information in narrative context occuring with verbs of low 

transitivity or with stative verbs, when the subject is an experiencer or patient and is not 

in control.  It is also used in the quote formula like example (59) above. 

(60) Wasware oso       am    si            lawu-hu  si           funyi-hi se       am     tasa-r. 
        papaya    DEM.F now 3S.F.cl.2 go.up-SS S.f.cl.2  bloom   flower now come.up-PAST 
 
‘That papaya is coming up now and it is blooming and flowers(s) a coming.’ 
 
 
(61) Limala  ormu             mba-r,          ‘am  nivi-r.’ 
       Limala  3M.cl.2-TOP speak-PAST now ripen-PAST’ 
 
Limala said, ‘it is ripening now.’ 
 

In the entire corpus of data there are very few examples where -r is used on the 

event line (62). 

(62) frir          mu     siya       uku   las  u-a-r.               nir         mu  siya        uku    frijip  u-a-r. 
       DUAL.cl.1  TOP   coconut water one do-eat-PAST 1P.cl.1  TOP coconut  water two    do-eat-PAST 
 
‘It was they who drank one coconut. It was we who drank two coconuts’ 
 

Here it is used to encode strong contrast between two different participants. 

3.9.6.2.2.1 Narrative past 

Past events in narrative text are encoded by sentences in which the verb in the 

final clause has the suffix -ra ‘narrative past’. It is used in narrative context on the event 
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line. The subject pronoun in the final clause has the final clause topic suffix -mu attached 

to it. 

(63) ma    or          SIL-n       lerawu-n    la-nda-ri          ma oto            balus taka-nda-ri      
man 3M.cl.2  SIL-OBJ work-OBJ do-HAB-PAST man DEM.3M plane come.down-HAB-PAST   
 
 mishi-k         or-mu                taka-ra. 
 p lace-LOC  3SM.cl.2 -TOP  come.down-NARR.PAST  

    ‘The man who works with SIL, that man, he came to the  airstrip (the place where the plane lands). 
 
(64) or         taka-ha              nir-in             or           la-ha     os         li              li-nda-ri  
       3M.cl.2 come.down-SS 1PL.cl.2-OBJ 3M.cl.2 bring-SS 3F.cl.4  3PL .cl.2 stay-HAB-PAST 
 
        mishi-k     ni-mu            tasa-ra 
        place-loc  1PL.cl.2-TOP come.up-NARR.PAST place-LOC 
 
‘He brought us and we came up to the place where they habitually stay.’ 
 

3.9.6.2.3. Present 

The present tense is used when describing something  that is happening at the 

moment of speaking or just before or after it. It is encode by the present tense suffix -w 

attached to the verb root. It can be used to encode  non-temporal events like general truths 

(69). 

(65) Tarja-n      a          ewe-wa                aje-w 
        Tarja-OBJ 1S.cl.2 show-NR.PAST be.afraid-PRS 

‘I showed (it) to Tarja, (she) is afraid.’ 

(66) mbeek or            i-w? 
        Where 3M.cl.2 go-PRS 
 
‘Where did he go (just now)?’ 
 
(67) jekapnashi  an-hi              hatla  i-w        te! 
       Neck           1S.cl.2-POSS  dry     go-PRG really 
 
‘I’m thirsty!’ 

(68) mashi-n   mba-mba-w!        Na      ngrehe-w te! 
        talk-OBJ speak-speak-PGR 1S.cl.2 be.tired-PGR really 
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‘(he) keeps on talking ! I’m really tired!’ 

(69) ta     ji-w        te! 
  Sun hit-PRS really 
 
‘Sun is really hitting = it is really hot.’ 

(70) lawe ji-w? 
  who hit-PRS 
 
‘Who hit  (just now)?’ 

3.9.6.2.3.1. Present Progressive 

Present progressive tense is used to describe events that are in process at the time 

of speaking. It is encoded by the preset progressive  suffix -ndu.  Because its distribution 

is similar to tense suffixes, it is analyzed as a tense suffix rather than an aspect marker. 

The subjective certainty marker-a may be attached to the present progressive tense 

marker. Sometimes the difference between present tense and present progressive can be 

vague. Examples (70) and (71) are heard in identical situations: a child is crying and the 

parents want to find out who it was who caused the child to cry. Often the present 

progressive tense has durative aspect in it. It describes something that is happening at the 

moment of speaking and the action is not finished, but it is continuing (73). It can also be 

used in a more general way of describing an action that is happening during a longer 

period of time (74). When it is used with time adverbial ermba ermbak ‘always’ it may 

convey a slight negative feeling or reproach (75). 

(71) lawe ji-ndu? 
  who hit -PGR 
 
‘Who is hitting?’ 

(72)  lerawu-n    a-mu             la-ndu-a,             ji           maimba-wa   hala! 
   work-OBJ 1S.cl.2-TOP work-PGR-CER 2PL.cl.2 speak-IMP   NEG 
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‘I’m working, don’t make noise.’ 

  

(73)  naku-n     a-mu a-ndu-a. 
  sago-OBJ 1S.cl.2 eat-PGR 

‘I’m eating sago (the process of eating is continuing at the time of speaking and it is not completed). 
 
(74) aka      agri-n       or-mu            u-ndu-a. 
        house new-OBJ 3M.cl.2-TOP do-PGR-CER 

‘He is building a new house.’ (He is in the process of building a new house, the action is not necessarily 
finished  very soon.) 

(75). Ermba  ermbak           jikisi si-hi-n                     si-mu          ji-ndu-a. 
         always alway-TEMP child  3F.cl.2-POSS-OBJ 3F.cl.2-TOP hit-PRG-CER 
 
‘She always keeps on hitting her child (which is bad, implied).’ 
 

5. Clause 

5.0 Introduction 

The clause level is between the phrase and sentence levels.  It is the basic 

syntactic unit, and is defined as having only one obligatory verb or verb like element.  

Generally one or more clauses occur together to form a sentence, although one clause 

may be a sentence in itself. 

A clause may be ranksifted and occur as a modifying argument in a nominal 

phrase (4.5.1 Grammar Essentials) or as the head of an existential phrase (4.5.2 Grammar 

Essentials). 

Clause subordination and co-ordination, and clauses containing medial verbs are 

considered a sentence level phenomenon and are described in the sentence section (6.2.1 

Grammar Essentials) and (6.2.2 Grammar Essentials). 
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The unmarked word order in Mende is  S O V. If the clause is a transitive clause 

and the indirect object is present the unmarked word order is S O IO V (direct object 

comes before the indirect object). 

A new or indefinite participant occurs in the first slot of the clause. A pronoun 

copy referring to it is directly preceding the verb. 

(76)  ma   lar       asa-n       or-mu           ji-ra. 
        man NUM  dog-OBJ 3M.cl.2-TOP hit-PAST 
 
‘A man hit a dog.’ 
 

Once the subject has been introduced, it can be referred to anaphorically, generally 

by Class II pronouns, until the roles or focus of the participants change. However, if the 

subject is inanimate, especially if it is a food item, it is referred to most often by a 

demonstrative pronoun.  The subject slot just before the verb is filled with the Class II  

unstressed pronoun, which is always a copy of the subject, previously mentioned or 

known by the linguistic context. This pronoun functions like a verbal prefix, and thus it 

does not count as a ‘real clause level subject’. The ‘real’ subject of the sentence is the one 

that is used to introduce the subject for the first time.  

In terms of frequency the word order O pn V is most frequent (pn  being here the 

pronoun copy of the previously mentioned subject).      
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